
LEAD MAGNET 
Creation 
 
We will need the following information to 
create your lead magnet.   
 
Tell us the following: 
 

1. Name of Lead Magnet 
 
2. Type of Lead Magnet (i.e. Checklist, 

Script, Guide, Resource, Audio, Video 
Training, Top List, Template, E-book) 

 
3. Content for Lead Magnet 

i. Bio Letter 
ii. Offer Copy Letter 

iii. Lead Magnet Write-Up 
 

4. Thank you Email 
5. Download page/link (embedded into 

your thank you page 
6. Please provide login credentials to 

your WIX page and your email 
marketing system 



LEAD MAGNET Creation 
 
BIO LETTER  
Model after the letter below…. 
 

(This will be the same letter that will be on your landing page) 
 

Hello there... I’m Tracy Malone,   
   
I help coaches, consultants, professional services business owners, and 
women entrepreneurs from all over the world grow their business 
using the best tools and resources available in the online space. 
 
I do this by sharing my research and experience with my online 
community... primarily to the members in my Wealthy Women 
Entrepreneurs and Girl Boss Africa Facebook groups.  
 
By sharing expert secrets online and on my radio program, women 
entrepreneurs  - just like you, now have the ability to build a booming, 
lifestyle business in record time. 
 
Online training courses have made it possible to share my knowledge - 
my “Bankable Gift” - with the entire world. This is what transformed 
the way I run my businesses and what is responsible for making me 
lots of money in my coaching business. With the right tools and 
strategies, everything I know can be infused into your business, no 
matter what you do or where you live. 
 
Over the years, I’ve been able to connect with thousands of women 
from all walks of life, built solid relationships with the best in the 
business, and delivered innovative training through my online courses.  
I am confident that I’ll be able to show you what you need to know to 
make a huge impact and transform lives.  I’m the guide on the side that 
you need to make things happen! 
 
Sis, it’s time to finally launch the online course that you’ve been 
dreaming about by using my proven course builder tools.  This 
truly is the appointed time and I’m so excited about your future and 
can’t wait for you to jump on in!  Let’s do this!! 
 
Yours For Slaying Your 2020 Goals, 
X  
Tracy 
 



 

LEAD MAGNET Creation 
 
OFFER COPY LETTER 
Model after the letter below…. 
 
 
You’ve got your hands on a tool that can get you serious results when 
implemented the right way.  But, unless you understand what’s really 
behind each of these steps and how to implement them correctly, it 
will only remain an unused tool that sits in your business toolbox.  It’s 
like having the keys to your dream home, but not knowing how to turn 
the knob to open the door. 
 
So, if you’d like to really understand the tools that I’ve shared with you, 
along with so much more, join me inside my Course Creator Program.  
This is where I teach you the inside scoop, give you all my resources, 
and show you step by step how to create and launch your own money-
making course.  I am so ready to help you serve your audience in a 
unique, powerful and more effective way. 
 
Building a coaching, consulting, or course creation business is no small 
slice of pie and in this day and age, you only have TWO options: 
 
You can figure it out solo and all by yourself OR you can follow a simple 
step-by-step roadmap, complete with your very own one-on-one 
coach.  You now have the chance to join a global movement of women 
entrepreneurs who are committed to launching a profitable course 
that’s designed by you with your ideal client in mind.   
 
Usually my Course Creator Program is $2,997, but for a very limited 
time, you can enjoy it for 60% off. Infact, click below to start your trial 
now for as little as $97 USD. 
 
This course has the potential to transform your life and business as you 
unveil your gift, share it with the world, and build your dreams, all on 
your own terms! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  LEAD MAGNET Creation 
 
LEAD MAGNET WRITE-UP 
 
Type your write-up below….  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  LEAD MAGNET Creation 
 
THANK YOU EMAIL 
Once someone subscribes to your email list then they 
should receive the following email.  Please note that you will 
have to create the thank you letter, email list, and 
automation series in your email marketing system for your 
subscribers to receive your lead magnet. 
 
Model after the letter below…. 
 

Hey XX, 
 
Thanks so much for requesting (Name of Lead Magnet) 
 
Please click here to download the (Name of Lead Magnet). 
 
Once you grab it, let me know what you think by responding to this 
email. 
 
I hope you understand the value in this guide/file/toolkit and use it as 
a first step to seeing all that's possible for you. 
 
Time to Make It Happen! 
 
Sincerely,  
Your Name 
 
PS: If you're ready to take things one step further and learn my step-
by-step strategy on how to (insert your main offer/signature 
program), with the support and accountability of me and my team... 
 
Click here to find out more about my new training, (Name of 
Program) 

 
 
 
 
 



  LEAD MAGNET Creation 
 
THANK YOU EMAIL WRITE-UP 
 
Type your write-up below….  
 


